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We believe Oblong is very well positioned for the changed nature of work as
enterprises adjust their business practices to the pandemic and its aftermath. The
pandemic has revealed, among other things, that workers can be productive away
from a central location, and maintaining communications and interaction with a
team can be accomplished with videoconferencing. We believe Oblong’s Mezzanine
is a unique technology platform and will make remote work collaboration more
productive and more efficient.
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We are initiating coverage of Oblong, Inc. with a Buy rating and a $15 price target.
Oblong’s patented multi-stream collaboration technologies enable digital workplace
collaborations, such as videoconferencing, to simultaneously share content among all
the participants in a session regardless of the user’s location or platform. This is a
unique technology, and as digital collaboration becomes more common and more
integral to companies’ workflows, we expect multi-stream collaboration technologies
to become critical for all videoconferencing applications.
Oblong is transitioning from a hardware-only solution to a cloud-based SaaS
(software-as-a-service) model with positive implications for margins, cash-flow
generation, consistency of results and the stock’s EV/Sales multiple, in our view. The
transition to a SaaS model will likely take a number of years, during which margins
should improve and revenues accelerate as the user-base builds. Mature SaaS-based
companies generate gross margins of 80% and sport EV/Sales multiples of 20x or
more (see table on page 8). We believe these margins and multiples are within reach
for Oblong over the next 5 to 7 years.
Oblong’s flagship product family, Mezzanine, integrates rooms with multiple screens
with remote terminals including laptops and mobile devices. The power of Mezzanine
is its ability to enable sharing of content from any device connected in the session
with all the other devices connected. We believe this is the next step in remote group
collaboration and expect it to become ubiquitous over time since it improves meeting
productivity and is particularly well-suited to the current environment where COVID
has disrupted the traditional work environment.
Valuation: We use a multiple of 15x on the $100 million revenue we expect Oblong
to achieve in 5 to 7 years. This puts our projected valuation at $1.5 billion.
Discounting this amount with a 25% discount rate results in an 18-month price target
range of approximately $14.50 to $17.50 per share. Our $15 price target is based on
the lower end of this range, partly to reflect the risks to our projections.
Risks: The digital workplace collaboration market could see a reduction in demand as workers return to the workplace, and this could
impact our revenue estimates. We expect Oblong to generate well over 50% of its sales through Cisco for at least the next 18 months.
Our revenue estimates are at risk if Cisco’s Webex is unable to compete effectively against Zoom, Microsoft Teams and other
videoconferencing services. Oblong’s technology is patent protected, but success would likely attract competition, which could affect
our estimates.
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Remote Workplace Collaboration is Booming
The COVID pandemic has catalyzed growth in the digital collaboration and videoconferencing market. Zoom, which may be the
poster child for this growth, generated $2.65 billion in revenue for its fiscal year ending January 2021, a 326% increase over its
fiscal 2020 revenue. Revenue growth has been driven by the sharp rise in customers. The company reports the number of
organizations with more than 10 employees using its service has grown from 82,000 at the end of January 2019 to over 467,000 by
the end of January 2021.

Source: Zoom public filings

The growth in 2020 was so large that it was easy to miss that Zoom’s growth even before the pandemic was remarkably high. In its
fiscal year ending January 2017, Zoom generated $61 million in revenue. This more than doubled to $151 million in its fiscal year
ending January 2018 and more than doubled again in its fiscal year ending January 2019. Consensus (FactSet) revenue estimates
for Zoom call for 44% growth for its fiscal year ending January 2022 and growth of 20% for its fiscal year ending January 2023.
Cisco’s Webex, Microsoft’s Teams and Google’s Meet have also experienced significant growth over the past 12 months. On its
fiscal Q1 2021 conference call, Cisco stated the number of Webex participants grew from 300 million in March 2020 to 600 million
in October 2020. That is equivalent to the trajectory of Zoom’s growth over the same time period. Microsoft reported in its fiscal
Q1 2021 conference call that daily active users of Teams grew from 20 million at the end of calendar 2019 to 115 million by the
end of September 2020.
In our view, the recent hyper-growth is clearly a result of the pandemic, but the long-term growth in the market has been due to the
increased availability of high-bandwidth connections required by video, initiatives by enterprises to more effectively utilize talent
across a geographically dispersed workforce and the need to better incorporate mobile and off-site workers into the daily workflow.
We believe the pandemic has revealed a number of things that will result in continued high growth of this market and will drive
further investments that will lay the conditions necessary for sustained high growth. In our view, the pandemic has revealed (with
some exaggeration) that densely populated urban areas, trains, buses and offices are public health hazards. It has also revealed,
among other things, that workers can be productive away from a central location, and maintaining communications and interaction
with a team can be accomplished with videoconferencing. The availability of high-speed connections to home and remote offices
was a necessary condition for videoconferencing to work well and the pandemic has created increased demand for high-speed
connections to the home for personal and business use. This should enable even better videoconferencing capabilities in the future,
continuing the growth and adoption cycle.
The genie will not be put back into the bottle. Workers and enterprises have discovered a daily physical presence is not required
for a work group to be productive. The utopian notion of workers freed from the office may finally be upon us but not driven by
the ineluctable improvements in technology but by the fear of getting sick from engaging in the activities we once considered
necessary, such as commuting to an office and spending much of our day physically interacting with co-workers. This change in
work has important implications for the future of cities, housing, public transportation and many other aspects of our society and
economy that are far outside the scope of this report.
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We expect workers to demand greater flexibility in their workspaces and access to their co-workers via videoconferencing.
Employers will likely recognize that productivity can be improved, location is not as an important a factor in recruiting and retaining
talent as it was previously, and fixed costs, such as real estate, can be reduced with a more robust videoconferencing infrastructure.
The videoconferencing market is already large, and it is still growing. The number of monthly active users in video calls exceeds
one billion, and we expect this number to grow, and maybe more importantly, that it will become more common to conduct
group/team business over Webex, Teams and Zoom.

Source: Oblong Investor Presentation, September 2020

The market for voice and video conferencing has been evolving since the 1980s. Voice conferencing was followed by
videoconferencing. Private networks were supplanted by web-based services. Hardware-based networks were replaced with videoas-a-service. We believe the next step for the technology is sharing of multiple streams of content by many users accessing the
sessions with heterogeneous devices. While videoconferencing has developed new features that allow sharing of information by
hosts and participants, it is still mostly a lecture-like service, with the host controlling all aspects of the session, and interaction is
limited. We believe the market is moving to sharing content, which is allowing all participants to share content with all other
participants (i.e., a truly interactive session). This presents significant technological challenges, which Oblong has conquered.

Source: Oblong, Inc. September 2020 Investor Presentation
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The pandemic has accelerated demand that was already being driven by factors including greater availability of low-cost
videoconference infrastructure, such as room cameras and soundbars, increased penetration of cloud-based unified communications
services, increased familiarity and demand for content collaboration capabilities such as annotation and editing, growth in the
number of flexible meeting spaces and growth in the number of mobile and remote workers. The pandemic created an exigent need
to use technology to bring work groups together and belied the assumption that co-workers needed to be co-located in order to be
productive. Leading up to the pandemic, urban centers with high numbers of digital workers, such as the Bay Area, Boston, New
York and Los Angeles have priced many out of the housing market with restrictive zoning and disincentives to build new housing
units (see Kevin Erdmann, Shut Out: How a Housing Shortage Caused the Great Recession and Crippled Our Economy). The
increased use of collaboration tools can enable companies to attract and retain talent without forcing workers to move to areas
where housing consumes a considerable portion of an employee’s budget.
Oblong estimates its total addressable market in the $8 billion virtual meeting market is $500 million to $1 billion in annual recurring
revenue and its total addressable market for the 100,000 to 200,000 conference rooms globally is $100 million to $500 million
annually. This puts the total addressable market for Oblong at $600 million to $1.5 billion annually.
Oblong Corporate History
Oblong Industries was founded in 2006 and received well over $100 million in venture funding through 2018. The company was
acquired by Glowpoint, Inc., a managed service provider of video collaboration and network applications, in October 2019, at a
$19 million valuation, in a transaction where Oblong Industries shareholders ended up with about 75% of the combined company.
The company was renamed Oblong, Inc. in March 2020.
Since the acquisition, the company has focused on development of the Oblong Industries g-speak technology and Mezzanine
product platform. In 2018, Mezzanine generated $17.2 million in revenue. This fell to $15.9 million in 2019, $9.1 million in 2020,
and we forecast revenue will increase to $13.3 million in 2021. The Glowpoint business has been in decline and we expect this to
continue until the business is sold or closed, which seems likely to occur in the next 24 months. In 2018, Glowpoint generated $12.6
million in revenue. In 2019, it generated $9.7 million, and in 2020, $6.2 million. We expect Glowpoint sales to fall to $4.8 million
in 2021.
g-speak. Oblong has invested significant time and resources developing its core technology platform, g-speak, and the intellectual
property of the platform is protected by (per the company’s 2020 10K) 69 issued patents, 56 in the U.S., with the remainder spread
across Europe, China, Japan, Korea and India, and 8 pending patents. The company’s patents pertain to 1) the operating system that
facilitates the implementation of multi-screen, multi-user, distributed applications; 2) multi-process communications; 3) spatial
tracking with, for example, wands or hand gestures; 4) spatial, collaborative work environments of users simultaneously working
with multiple screens and sources of content; and 5) multi-content stream sharing for remote participants using devices such as
laptops and phones.
Mezzanine. Mezzanine is the company’s flagship product built on the g-speak platform. Mezzanine is an application that endeavors
to simultaneously engage multiple users, including remote workers, their devices and data. Most digital collaboration sessions, such
as videoconferences, connect video and voice but little else. Mezzanine enables sharing of multiple, concurrent streams of content
and allows content to be shared, manipulated, created and captured by all of the in-room and remote participants. The content can
be shared on multiple screens, across multiple devices, and every participant, both local and remote, in a Mezzanine session, can
display information for all participants to see. All participants view the same content in the same formation and in its entirety.
Mezzanine connects conference participants located in dedicated videoconference rooms with users connecting from other
dedicated videoconference rooms and remote users connecting with their laptops or mobile devices. Users can upload and share
images, slides, and video streams, which can be annotated and saved. Users can re-arrange the content that is being shared,
highlighting important aspects for the group, such that all users can see changes in real time. With Mezzanine, participants in a
videoconference can share the same workspace visually and perform as if they are in the same room. Content can be spread across
screens and across different walls. The system is scalable to an arbitrary number of displays. The company has developed a
proprietary wand that can move and edit content.
The video below gives an overview of Mezzanine:

Source: Oblong, Mezzanine Multi-share
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Historically, Mezzanine was deployed as an integrated hardware solution and installed in conventional videoconference rooms.
Modest Mezzanine-enabled videoconference rooms can cost $30,000, and to date, the system has been marketed to Fortune 500
enterprise customers. The Mezzanine product family includes a two-, three-, six-, and arbitrarily scalable-screen display called,
respectively, the 200 Series, 300 Series, 600 Series, and 650 Series. The initial hardware sales have come with typical service
agreements, but for the most part, sales have been based on the traditional hardware “one and done” model.

Source: Oblong. Mezzanine 600 Product Overview

We believe the pandemic has changed the way businesses will use their conferencing assets and will require vendors to enable a
far greater number of users in a more heterogeneous environment that includes home offices, satellite offices, and mobile workers
not necessarily tethered to the traditional conference rooms. We also expect businesses to require conferencing services that are
more interactive, which enables greater sharing of resources during the conference.
In our view, it will be important for Mezzanine to be able to integrate existing corporate videoconferencing assets with new locations
for workers, since a completely remote workforce does not appear likely in the foreseeable future. This means conferencing
solutions must be able to integrate legacy systems with new office locations that may lack the traditional conference room
infrastructure.
The company has a product migration strategy to move Mezzanine from a hardware-only solution to a hybrid, hardware-as-aservice offering with some cloud services, then to a complete cloud-based SaaS offering. Oblong has indicated the initial cloud
offering will be introduced in the first half of 2021. Over the next three years, we expect additional cloud offerings to come to
market and an increasing share of the company’s revenues to be derived from the cloud offering.
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Source: Oblong, Inc. September 2020 Investor Presentation

Cisco Relationship
In 2017, Oblong became a Cisco Solutions Integrator, and in June of 2019, Mezzanine products became available globally on the
Cisco Global Price list after the two companies signed a sales channel partner agreement. Mezzanine is tightly integrated with Cisco
Webex Room Systems and is compatible with Webex Room Kit, Room Kit Plus, Room Kit Pro, Room 55 Dual, and Room 70 Dual
G2. The look, feel and calling behavior of Cisco is preserved in the Mezzanine user interface. This is an important agreement for
Oblong since it has limited resources to effectively serve the Fortune 500 enterprise market on its own.
We believe the relationship is important for Cisco as well. The Webex platform was modernized in 2018 and 2019, in response to
the rapid growth by Zoom and others. The relationship with Oblong, while not exclusive, provides an advantage for Cisco in
regaining share and retaining its customers in a market that we believe will continue to grow at high rates due to the changes in the
workplace. Plus, the Mezzanine product will be critical for Cisco to live up to its promise of making a Webex experience 10x better
than in-person.
We expect sales through the Cisco channel to account for at least 50% of Oblong’s sales over the next two years or longer.

Source: Oblong, Inc. September 2020 Investor Presentation

Competition
There are many competitors in the workplace collaboration hardware, software and services market, and while Oblong is currently
unique in its capabilities in combining content with interactivity, others will surely move to replicate the company’s offerings, in
our view.
Interactive display and digital whiteboard companies and products are available from Bluescape, Google’s Jamboard, InFocus,
Microsoft’s Surface Hub, Miro, MultiTaction, Nureva’s Span, and Prysm. These products focus on the display itself and/or the
software underlying digital whiteboard sharing.
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Traditional videoconferencing hardware and services from Zoom, Webex, Polycom, GoToMeeting, and services bundled into
platforms from Microsoft Teams and Slack, offer some aspects of the Oblong solution.
There are also software or cloud-based collaboration products from Mersive and Barco. Mersive’s Solstice is a software-based,
cloud-enabled meeting collaboration platform optimized for both local and remote teams. Barco’s ClickShare is a wireless
presentation and conferencing technology that utilizes devices brought by the participants.
In our view, the near-term imperatives for Oblong are leveraging sales via the Cisco channel and introduction of a SaaS offering.
Over time, the company will likely integrate with other collaboration platforms such as Microsoft Teams. In the long term, the
company will have to make the decision to either remain a best-of-breed solution or broaden its offering and provide a bundle of
products and services. It could accomplish this organically, via acquisition, or by being acquired.
Outlook
We expect Mezzanine to be the growth driver over our forecast period. We have modeled Glowpoint revenues to decline at a 30%
to 35% annual rate but expect the unit to be sold or closed within the next 24 months as it is non-core to the company’s strategy. In
2021, our revenue estimate includes $4.8 million from Glowpoint, declining to $2.3 million in 2023.
In 2021, we have modeled revenue from Mezzanine to increase to $13.3 million from $9.1 million in 2020. We think a few factors
are driving this growth. First, 2020 was negatively impacted by the drop in demand from the pandemic and price cuts, followed by
a rebound in demand as the economy improved and remote work infrastructure became a priority. We think this momentum will
continue in the first half of 2021 and that the second half will benefit from the introduction of cloud-based services that we assume
occurs in the first half.
Gross margin should improve as a greater share of revenue is generated by the higher-margin Mezzanine business, relative to
Glowpoint, and in the second half as the high-margin SaaS business begins to contribute to the company’s results. We expect this
margin dynamic to continue over our forecast horizon, with gross margin improving from 53% in 2020 to 70% in 2023. We believe
gross margin can go higher still as more of the business is generated by cloud-based SaaS revenue.
Valuation and Price Target
Our valuation is based on the assumption Oblong will be successful transitioning to a SaaS provider. This should drive margins
higher, and higher margins should drive an EV/Sales multiple expansion. If there are delays in developing the SaaS platform, or
the company is less successful than we model in becoming a pure-play SaaS provider, our margin and multiple assumptions will
be at risk.
The table below presents a comp group of enterprise software, SaaS providers and collaboration software companies. The median
EV/sales multiple for the group is 17x, but SaaS providers have EV/Sales multiples of 20x to 25x.

Source: FactSet, Dawson James Securities estimates
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We believe the accommodative Fed policy has resulted in an increase in overall equity multiples, and we also believe SaaS and
enterprise productivity software has, on a relative basis, benefitted from the changes in business wrought by the pandemic. This,
too, has resulted in a multiple increase for the group. Since the end of 2019, the comp group average EV/Sales has increased from
10.8x FTM sales to 17x FTM sales.

Source: FactSet, Dawson James Securities estimates.
We believe multiples for the group can remain at high levels due to changes resulting from the pandemic in business practices and
the Fed’s stated policy of keeping monetary policy accommodative for an extended period of time. If the Fed changes its policy,
our EV/Sales target multiple could be at risk.
We believe Oblong can achieve $100 million in revenue over the next 5 to 7 years. Shares of high-growth SaaS companies, with
scale, have traded as high as 30x FTM sales, and shares of a comp group, with a mix of low- and high-growth companies, trade, on
average, at almost 17x FTM sales. Using a multiple of 15x on the $100 million revenue puts the target valuation at $1.5 billion.
Discounting this value with a 25% discount rate, a share count of 30 million and a net cash balance of zero, results in an 18-month
price target range of approximately $14.50 to $17.50 per share. Our $15 price target uses the lower end of this range, partly to
reflect the risks to our projections, and is based on the assumption that it would take about 7 years to reach the $100 million revenue
level.
Risk Analysis
The company faces considerable risks. The digital workplace collaboration market has experienced dramatic growth since COVID
disrupted the global economy. As vaccines are deployed, there could be a sharp reduction in demand as workers return to the
workplace, and this could impact our revenue estimates. We expect Oblong to generate well over 50% of its sales through Cisco
for at least the next 18 months. Our revenue estimates are at risk if Cisco’s Webex is unable to compete effectively against Zoom,
Microsoft Teams and other videoconferencing services. Oblong’s technology is patent protected, but success will likely attract
competition. Oblong will need to integrate with other collaboration technology products and services, which could be timeconsuming and expensive. Offering a product that is part of a larger service presents opportunities, but also risks since Oblong may
not exert price control or have direct contact with the customer. This could put the company’s revenue stream at risk.
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Exhibit 1. Income Statement

Source: Oblong, Inc. and Dawson James Securities estimates
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Exhibit 2. Balance Sheet and Cash Flow Statement

Source: Oblong, Inc. and Dawson James Securities estimates
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Important Disclosures:
Price Chart:

Price target and ratings changes over the past three years:
Initiated – Buy – April 27, 2021 – Price Target $15.00
Dawson James Securities, Inc. (the "Firm") is a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA") and the Securities
Investor Protection Corporation ("SIPC").
The Firm does not make a market in the securities of the subject company(s). The Firm has not engaged in investment banking
relationships with the subject company in the prior twelve months, as a manager or co-manager of a public offering and has not received
compensation resulting from those relationships. The Firm may seek compensation for investment banking services in the future from
the subject company(s). The Firm has not received any other compensation from the subject company(s) in the last 12 months for
services unrelated to managing or co-managing of a public offering.
Neither the research analyst(s) whose name appears on this report nor any member of his (their) household is an officer, director, or
advisory board member of these companies. The Firm and/or its directors and employees may own securities of the company(s) in this
report and may increase or decrease holdings in the future. As of March 31, 2021, the Firm as a whole did not beneficially own 1% or
more of any class of common equity securities of the subject company(s) of this report. The Firm, its officers, directors, analysts, or
employees may affect transactions in and have long or short positions in the securities (or options or warrants related to those securities)
of the company(s) subject to this report. The Firm may affect transactions as principal or agent in those securities.
Analysts receive no direct compensation in connection with the Firm's investment banking business. All Firm employees, including the
analyst(s) responsible for preparing this report, may be eligible to receive non-product or service-specific monetary bonus compensation
that is based upon various factors, including total revenues of the Firm and its affiliates as well as a portion of the proceeds from a broad
pool of investment vehicles consisting of components of the compensation generated by investment banking activities, including but
not limited to shares of stock and/or warrants, which may or may not include the securities referenced in this report.
Although the statements in this report have been obtained from and are based upon recognized statistical services, issuer reports or
communications, or other sources that the Firm believes to be reliable, we cannot guarantee their accuracy. All opinions and estimates
included in this report constitute the analyst's judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice.
Information about valuation methods and risks can be found in the "Valuation" and "Risk Analysis" sections of this report.

The securities of the company discussed in this report may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment objectives
and financial position. This report is offered for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or
sell any securities discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such would be prohibited. Additional information is available upon request.
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Ratings Definitions:
1)
2)
3)

Buy: The analyst believes the price of the stock will appreciate and produce a total return
of at least 20% over the next 12-18 months.
Neutral: The analyst believes the price of the stock is fairly valued for the next 12-18
months.
Sell: The analyst believes the price of the stock will decline by at least 20% over the next
12-18 months and should be sold.

The following chart reflects the range of current research report ratings for all companies, followed by the analysts of the Firm. The
chart also reflects the research report ratings relating to those companies for which the Firm has performed investment banking
services.

As of:

Ratings Distribution
Market Outperform (Buy)
Market Perform (Neutral)
Market Underperform (Sell)
Total

19-Apr-21
Company
Coverage
# of Companies
20
10
0
30

% of Total
67%
33%
0%
100%

Investment
Banking
# of Companies
5
0
0
5

% of Totals
25%
0%
0%
17%

Analyst Certification:
The analyst(s) whose name appears on this research report certifies that 1) all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his
(their) personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers discussed; and 2) no part of the research analyst's compensation
was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in this
research report; and 3) all Dawson James employees, including the analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report, may be
eligible to receive non-product or service-specific monetary bonus compensation that is based upon various factors, including total
revenues of Dawson James and its affiliates as well as a portion of the proceeds from a broad pool of investment vehicles consisting of
components of the compensation generated by investment banking activities, including but not limited to shares of stock and/or warrants,
which may or may not include the securities referenced in this report.
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